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MotivationMotivation

 Gravitational wave background (GWB) Gravitational wave background (GWB) 
generated in inflationary epoch can be a probe generated in inflationary epoch can be a probe 
of extremely highof extremely high--energy Universe.energy Universe.

 String theory or MString theory or M--theory suggests that we live theory suggests that we live 
on a on a brane brane in 10/11 dimensional spacein 10/11 dimensional space--time.time.

Information about the extraInformation about the extra--dimensions may be imprinted dimensions may be imprinted 
in the spectrum of GWB.in the spectrum of GWB.
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Gravitational wave backgroundGravitational wave background

 Quantum fluctuation of the spaceQuantum fluctuation of the space--time in the time in the 
inflationary epoch.inflationary epoch.
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 Inflationary epoch :  Inflationary epoch :  
Fluctuations exit from the Fluctuations exit from the 
horizon, and rehorizon, and re--enter at enter at 
late time.late time.

 Inner the horizon :Inner the horizon :
The amplitude is damping The amplitude is damping 
as the scale factor evolves as the scale factor evolves 
and the wavelength is redand the wavelength is red--
shifted. shifted. 
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BraneBrane--world modelworld model

 RandallRandall--SundrumSundrum II (single brane model)II (single brane model)
 The brane is embedded in The brane is embedded in 5D 5D AdSAdS spacespace--time.time.

3-dimensional brane

This feature of gravity modifies the expansion law of
the Universe as well as the propagation of GWs.

The scale of extra-dimension
is restricted to < 0.1mm. 

Anti de Sitter

Kaluza-Klein mode
Zero mode

Matter fields

Randall&Sundrum (1999)

Chiaverini et al. (2003)
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HighHigh--energy effectsenergy effects
 NonNon--standard cosmological expansionstandard cosmological expansion

(high energy RD)(high energy RD)

 KKKK--mode excitationmode excitation
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?
Which effect
overcomes
the other ?

Binetruy et al. (1999)
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Goal of our workGoal of our work
construct the spectrum of GWBconstruct the spectrum of GWB

in the branein the brane--world scenarioworld scenario

 We can estimate the effect due to the high energyWe can estimate the effect due to the high energy
correction of correction of FriedmannFriedmann equations. equations. 

 However, the significance of KKHowever, the significance of KK--mode excitation mode excitation 
is unknown.is unknown.

 WWe essentially have to perform numerical simulationse essentially have to perform numerical simulations..

We choose a physically plausible initial condition, and We choose a physically plausible initial condition, and 
must check the validity. Moreover, we investigate the must check the validity. Moreover, we investigate the 
dependence of results on the initial time.dependence of results on the initial time.
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PoincarePoincare coordinatescoordinates
 Metric has Metric has no coordinate singularityno coordinate singularity in the bulk.  in the bulk.  

coordinate singularity
The analyses are limited to 
relatively low energy scale.

Gaussian Normal
coordinate

Poincare
coordinate

GN  : TH, KK, AT PLB578(2004)269;
Easther et al. JCAP10(2003)014;
Battye et al. PRD69(2004)064040;

The brane is fixed in the bulk. The brane is moving.

Null : Ichiki and Nakamura 
PRD70(2004)064017; astro-ph/0406606  

P  : Gorbunov et al. 
JHEP10(2001)015;

Kobayashi et al. 
PRD68(2003)044025;

Kobayashi and Tanaka 
JCAP10(2004)015;
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Cosmological ExpansionCosmological Expansion

 The motionThe motion of brane determines the of brane determines the 
cosmological expansion of the brane universe.cosmological expansion of the brane universe.
 ConstantConstant--speed speed 

= de Sitter universe= de Sitter universe
 Deceleration Deceleration 

= = FriedmannFriedmann universe  universe  

de Sitter
Friedmann
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Wave equationWave equation

 Tensor perturbationsTensor perturbations

 Wave equationWave equation
Splitting 3D spatial part of      into Fourier modes 
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ParametersParameters
 The energy density at the horizon crossingThe energy density at the horizon crossing

 The scale of perturbation at the initial timeThe scale of perturbation at the initial time
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Initial conditionsInitial conditions
Inflation theories predict the significant suppression ofInflation theories predict the significant suppression of
KKKK--modes. modes.  There is only zeroThere is only zero--mode initially.mode initially.

Langlois et al. (2001)

Gaussian Normal : 

conformal time on brane

However, in the Poincare coordinates, it is not trivial because of
different spatial slicing.
What is the zero-mode solution in the Poincare coordinates ?
Naively thinking : 

Is it right ?

superhorizon scale

(superhorizon scale)

Poincare

GN

brane
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Boundary conditionsBoundary conditions
 Regulator brane must be Regulator brane must be 

far from physical brane. far from physical brane. 
And we must check that And we must check that 
the results the results do notdo not
depend on the positiondepend on the position..

 Using Using ‘‘Spectral methodSpectral method’’, , 
we make simulations.we make simulations.
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Initial surface
Regulator brane

brane

Israel conditionIsrael condition
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Behavior in the bulkBehavior in the bulk
 In the case of In the case of de Sitterde Sitter

brane, the amplitude is brane, the amplitude is 
frozenfrozen..
The initial conditionThe initial condition

is also is also validvalid in the in the 
PoincarePoincare coordinates.coordinates.

 In the case of In the case of FriedmannFriedmann
brane, the brane motion brane, the brane motion 
causes causes significant significant 
excitations of KKexcitations of KK--modemode..

5D coordinate

time
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KKKK--mode excitation mode excitation 
 Reference waveReference wave

 KKKK--mode excitation is mode excitation is 
significant in the highsignificant in the high--
energy (high frequency) energy (high frequency) 
case.case.

Including the 5D correction
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KK-mode excitation

Not including the KK-mode excitation
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HighHigh--energy effects on spectrumenergy effects on spectrum

 Above the critical freq., the Above the critical freq., the 
ratio is decreasing asratio is decreasing as

(fitting result)(fitting result)

Critical frequency :

for various frequencies

 The initial time does not The initial time does not 
change the powerchange the power--law indexlaw index
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Initial time dependenceInitial time dependence

0.772 0.118

～3%
～1%

represents how the wavelength of GW is larger than the horizon scale : 

at the initial time
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GWB energy spectrumGWB energy spectrum
Above the critical frequency

Same spectrum as that of 4D theory
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GWB energy spectrumGWB energy spectrum
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Extrapolating our result to higher frequency region, 
we obtain this spectrum. However, it is unknown
whether such extrapolation can be justified.  
 further investigation
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EOS dependenceEOS dependence
Simulations for

w=0(dust),1/3(rad.),1.
In all cases, the spectrum becomes

What is the physical meaning of
this power-law ?

Hiramatsu, in preparation
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ConclusionConclusion
 We investigated We investigated the evolution of the evolution of GWsGWs in a branein a brane--world scenario world scenario 

using using PoincarePoincare coordinatescoordinates..
 We focused on two highWe focused on two high--energy effects during the evolution.energy effects during the evolution.

 NonNon--standard cosmological expansionstandard cosmological expansion
 KaluzaKaluza--Klein mode excitationKlein mode excitation

 We checked We checked the validity of initial conditionsthe validity of initial conditions which we imposed. which we imposed. 
 The The KKKK--mode excitationmode excitation compensatescompensates the effect of the effect of nonnon--

standard cosmological expansionstandard cosmological expansion..  same as 4D theorysame as 4D theory
 The excitation may be insensitive to EOS.The excitation may be insensitive to EOS.

 Physical initial condition must be obtained by 5D QFT.Physical initial condition must be obtained by 5D QFT.
 Investigate the spectrum in much higher frequency region by Investigate the spectrum in much higher frequency region by 

analytical and numerical approach.analytical and numerical approach.
 Our work may provide a clue to understand the relationship Our work may provide a clue to understand the relationship 

between the motion of brane and the KKbetween the motion of brane and the KK--mode excitation.mode excitation.

resultsresults

future workfuture work
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Dependence on Dependence on 
initial timeinitial time

 In the bulk, the behavior is quite In the bulk, the behavior is quite 
sensitive to initial time.sensitive to initial time.

 On the brane, amplitude tends to On the brane, amplitude tends to 
converge if we set the initial time converge if we set the initial time 
early enough.early enough.

S0 represents how the wavelength of GW 
is larger than the horizon scale : 

at the initial time

Snapshots of GWs in the superhorizon scale



Formulae 1Formulae 1
 General solution in General solution in PoincarePoincare coordinatescoordinates

 FriedmannFriedmann brane cosmologybrane cosmology



Formulae 2Formulae 2
 Gaussian normal coordinatesGaussian normal coordinates

 De Sitter braneDe Sitter brane


